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Abstract

Large language models (LLMs) have demonstrated significant potential in code1

generation. However, the code generated by these models occasionally deviates2

from the user’s intended outcome, resulting in executable but incorrect code. To3

mitigate this issue, we propose GIFT4CODE, a novel approach for the instruction4

fine-tuning of LLMs specifically tailored for code generation. Our method leverages5

synthetic data produced by the LLM itself and utilizes execution-derived feedback6

as a key learning signal. This feedback, in the form of program input-output7

specifications, is provided to the LLM to facilitate fine-tuning. We evaluated our8

approach on two challenging data science benchmarks, ARCADE and DS-1000.9

Our results suggest that the method enhances the LLM’s alignment with user10

intentions, reducing the incidence of executable but incorrect outputs.11

1 Introduction12

Large language models (LLMs) trained on code have demonstrated tremendous success as AI pair13

programmers in assisting developers writing code (Chen et al., 2021a; Austin et al., 2021; Li et al.,14

2023; Chowdhery et al., 2022; Li et al., 2022; Nijkamp et al., 2022; Fried et al., 2022; Li et al.,15

2023). Developers often interact with code LLMs using succinct natural language (NL) intents (e.g. x16

in Fig. 1) to describe their tasks (Barke et al., 2022; Ross et al., 2023). However, NL intents are17

often ambiguous (Yin et al., 2022b). This ambiguity can be problematic in complex tasks, such as18

manipulating Pandas DataFrames or PyTorch Tensors (Lai et al., 2022).19

Auxiliary input-output (I/O) specifications, ranging from concrete I/O examples to high-level NL20

summaries (e.g. red text in Fig. 1), offer a natural way to reduce this ambiguity (Gulwani et al.,21

2015; Balog et al., 2016; Jain et al., 2022; Yin et al., 2022a). Prior to the emergence of LLMs,22

auxiliary specifications served as essential problem descriptions in program synthesis (Gulwani, 2016;23

Devlin et al., 2017; Shi et al., 2020). Real-world synthesis systems like FlashFill are testimony to24

the adoption and effectiveness of I/O specifications (Gulwani, 2011; Gulwani et al., 2012). In this25

work, we consider the problem of LLM-based code generation when the LLM has access to both a26

natural-language intent and an additional I/O specification.27

However, code LLMs often fall short on following intents with additional complex semantic con-28

straints like I/O specifications out-of-the-box, leading to plausible solutions that fail to satisfy the29

constraints (e.g. y′, Fig. 1). Such a lack of alignment between the user’s intent and the model’s30

predictions (Chen et al., 2021a) could pose unnecessary burden on developers who are then required31

to fix the generated code (Bird et al., 2023). Therefore, we posit that addressing this misalignment by32

grounding the code generated by LLMs to the provided specifications is of paramount importance.33

Instruction fine-tuning has emerged as an effective strategy to tackle the issue of misalignment (Wei34

et al., 2021; Sanh et al., 2021; Chung et al., 2022). Classical approaches for instruction tuning typically35
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Figure 1: Left: Illustration of how developers prompt code LLMs with NL intents and I/O specifi-
cations to generate code with complex outputs (pandas Dataframes). Vanilla code LLMs fail to
understand extra I/O specifications. Right: Our proposed instruction tuning approach uses synthetic
intents and code solutions, where intents are augmented with I/O specifications derived from program
execution results. Models trained on the synthetic data could better follow a developer’s intent.

require a substantial amount of parallel labeled data of NL intents and gold model responses. The36

process of gathering such data is labor-intensive and time-consuming. Recent studies have suggested37

that generating synthetic instruction-following data using the LLM itself is a promising approach to38

improve alignment, with empirical success on natural language text generation tasks (Wang et al.,39

2022a; Honovich et al., 2022a; Taori et al., 2023; Peng et al., 2023, inter alia).40

In this paper we build upon the recent success of instruction tuning using synthetic data and fine-tune41

code LLMs to follow NL intents with additional I/O specifications. Unlike existing approaches,42

our key insight is to leverage program execution for synthetic data generation. First, in contrast to43

other open-ended text generation tasks where assessing the quality of target responses is challenging,44

the quality of synthetic code generation data can be easily improved using heuristics such as code45

executability (Yin et al., 2022c). Moreover, from the program execution states one could derive46

precise and aligned I/O specifications that can be included in the intents to supervise a model to47

follow those extra semantic constraints (Fig. 1, Right). In other words, when fine-tuned on such48

synthetic data, a model learns to ground NL task descriptions to program execution states expressed49

as I/O specifications (Berant et al., 2013).50

We apply our grounded instruction fine-tuning for code (GIFT4CODE) method to two challenging51

natural language to code generation applications: synthesizing complex pandas programs in com-52

putational notebooks (ARCADE, Yin et al. (2022b)) and answering data science questions on Stack53

Overflow (DS-1000, Lai et al. (2022)). First, we demonstrate the value of leveraging program54

execution information by showing that strong code LLMs can already be significantly improved by55

up to 10% absolute on ARCADE after fine-tuning on intents and executability-filtered code solutions56

without including any I/O specifications in synthetic data. Then, to further align model predictions to57

various types of user-provided I/O specifications, we derive those specifications at different levels of58

abstraction from code execution results. This ranges from concrete input/output examples to succinct59

natural language summaries of target variables ( specifications in Fig. 1). By fine-tuning on parallel60

data of intents with I/O constraints and their target code solutions, the model is better at following a61

developer’s intents while producing code that is more likely to execute to the desired outcome.62

2 GIFT4CODE: Learning to Follow Intents with I/O Specifications63

In this section we elaborate on GIFT4CODE, our proposed approach to fine-tune code LLMs to better64

follow developers’ natural language intents along with I/O specifications, using synthetic parallel65
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data. Fig. 1(Right) illustrates an overview of GIFT4CODE. We first synthesize a collection of intents66

with code solutions via few-shot prompting (§2.1), and then execute model-predicted code to derive67

I/O specifications from execution results (§2.2). Finally, we fine-tune the code LLM to predict code68

solutions given intents inlined with I/O specifications (§2.3).69

2.1 Generating Synthetic Intents and Code Solutions70

Programmatic Contexts We initialize a program state given some programmatic context71

and generate a series of contextualized NL-to-code problems for that context. As an72

example, the synthetic problems in Fig. 1 (Right) could have the contextual code df =73

pd.read_csv("world_statistics.csv"), which initializes the DataFrame variable df, sub-74

sequently used in the generated synthetic examples. The fact that our problems are contextualized75

sets our approach apart from existing instruction-tuning methods for text generation models (Wang76

et al., 2022a; Honovich et al., 2022a), where synthetic examples do not depend on any particular77

contexts. In our case, we mine those programmatic contexts from real-world code repositories, such78

as tabular datasets (e.g., .csv) used in data science notebooks on Github (§3).79

Creating Initial NL Intents Given a programmatic context c, we few-shot prompt an LLM to80

create a sequence of natural language intents {xi} (e.g. x1, x2 in Fig. 1(Right)). A problem xi that81

appears later in the sequence might depend on the earlier ones {x<i} (Nijkamp et al., 2022; Yin et al.,82

2022b). To generate NL intents, we use a “generalist” LLM instead of the code LLM that we aim83

to improve, since predicting intents conditioned on some context is similar to other text generation84

tasks, which could be better handled by a LM trained on general-purpose text data (Zelikman et al.,85

2022). The “generalist” LLM is a state-of-the-art general-purpose large language model. It achieves86

competitive results with GPT-4 on a variety of NL reasoning tasks. 1 Empirically, we observe that the87

problems generated by this LLM encompass a wide range of tasks relevant to the given programmatic88

context.89

Predicting Code Solutions After generating an intent x, we then prompt the code LLM to get a90

code solution y for x (e.g. y1 in Fig. 1(Right)). Specifically, a prompt to the LLM is the concate-91

nation of the programmatic context c and the intent x, with additional few-shot demonstrations of92

{〈c′,x′,y′〉}. Since many NL intents can be ambiguous and there could exist multiple alternative93

solutions (e.g. without additional I/O specifications, the intent in green in Fig. 1(Left) could be an-94

swered using tables with different layouts; see more in Yin et al. (2022b)), we therefore draw multiple95

candidate code solutions {y} for each intent. Intuitively, {y} could have a variety of alternative96

solutions for x, each leading to different execution results. This equips the model with the capacity97

to predict code for the same task but with different user-provided I/O specifications.98

2.2 Code Execution and Inference of I/O Specifications99

Given the set of synthetic problems {〈x, {y}〉} generated by few-shot prompting, we execute the100

code for each problem (step 2, Fig. 1(Right)) and derive I/O specifications from the execution results101

as additional semantic constraints to be included in the intents (step 3, Fig. 1(Right)).102

Specifically, for each candidate solution y of an intent, we first execute its original programmatic103

context c, followed by executing y. We trace the execution to collect the set of input and output104

variables in y, denoted as {v}, which are used to derive I/O specifications (details below). Executing105

code with arbitrary programmatic contexts collected from the wild is highly non-trivial due to issues106

such as library dependency. However, the use of synthetic data alleviates the need for a complex107

environment setup.108

Given the set of input and output variables extracted from execution results, we formulate an I/O109

specification, denoted as z, which serves as additional information to augment a developer’s intent,110

thereby providing a more comprehensive problem description. The level of detail and the style111

of these I/O specifications can vary based on the complexity of the problem and the developer’s112

preferences. In this work, we investigate three distinct types of I/O specifications, each characterized113

by its own linguistic style and level of abstraction, as illustrated in Tab. 1.114

1Details are publicly available in Anonymous (2023b). The model is now publicly available as an API, but
was only privately accessible at the time of submission. Anonymized for double-blind review.
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Spec. Type Description Example I/O Specification

TypeDesc Variable type name Generate a variable with name df and type
pandas.DataFrame

I/O Examples Concrete I/O examples

Output variable df:

|Bangalore(float)|Chennai(float)|Delhi(float)|Hyderabad
(float)|Kolkata(float)|Hyderabad(float)|Kolkata(float)|...
|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| nan | 1.04 | 8.08 | 3.62 | 7.56 | 7.56 | 8.32 |
| 1.18 | nan | 11.96 | 6.80 | 6.31 | 8.75 |
| 8.46 | 11.10 | nan | 9.19 | 9.52 | 10.32 |

I/O Summary
LLM-generated NL sum-
maries of I/O examples

Given the user intent and the code, the salient columns (at
most given 3) in the input dataframe are airline, source_city,
destination_city. The output dataframe has columns (at most
given 3) such as Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai.

Table 1: Types of I/O specifications proposed in this work at different levels of abstraction. Example
specifications are for the intent in Fig. 1(Left). Only the output specifications for I/O Examples are
shown for brevity.

First, as a simple baseline, we utilize the variable type (TypeDesc, Tab. 1) as the I/O specification.115

Next, we incorporate the concrete values of the input/output variables into the specification, which116

we refer to as I/O Examples. This is reminiscent of classical program synthesis using I/O exam-117

ples (Gulwani et al., 2012; Alur et al., 2013; Balog et al., 2016). However, in our scenario, these118

I/O examples are used in conjunction with natural language (NL) intents to define the problem, in119

line with Jain et al. (2022). Given that the majority of the problems in our synthetic dataset involve120

complex Python objects such as pandas DataFrames, we simplify the I/O specification to include121

only partial variable states (e.g. by excluding some rows and columns in large DataFrames).122

In our effort to generate a more natural variety of I/O specifications that closely resemble the style of123

specifications in developers’ NL intents, we employ an LLM to summarize the values of input/output124

variables {v} into a succinct natural language description z (I/O Summary). Intuitively, the NL I/O125

summary includes salient information in the variables that can best clarify the original intent (e.g. the126

subset of columns in a DataFrame that are most relevant to solve a problem, as in Tab. 1, Bottom).127

Specifically, we few-shot prompt the generalist LLM to generate z, using information from its128

programmatic context c, the intent x, the code solution y, as well as I/O variables {v}, i.e. z ∼129

PLLM(· | c,x,y, {v}). We then update the intent x by appending z to it. The few-shot exemplars130

used for prompting cover example I/O summaries for various types of Python objects, such as nested131

container types (e.g. nested dicts), along with more complex objects like pandas DataFrames and132

pytorch or tensorflow Tensors.133

2.3 Fine-tuning Code LLMs to Follow Intents with I/O Specifications134

Our approach, GIFT4CODE, aims to fine-tune code LLMs to generate code that adheres closely to135

the desired intents which are supplemented by I/O specifications. In our synthetic training data, each136

example 〈c,x,y〉 consists of a programmatic context c, an intent x augmented with I/O specifications,137

and the corresponding code solution y. During fine-tuning, the code LLM learns to generate code that138

not only satisfies the provided intents but also respects the specified I/O constraints, while leveraging139

any relevant information in the programmatic contexts. In other words, we optimize PLLM(y | c,x).140

It is worth noting that the code LLM that undergoes this optimization is different from the “generalist”141

LLM employed to generate the NL intents and I/O specification z.142

3 Experiments143

The core research question explored in this section is whether GIFT4CODE enhances the LLM’s144

ability to follow developers’ NL intents with complex I/O specifications. While common code145

generation benchmarks like HumanEval and MBPP Chen et al. (2021a); Austin et al. (2021) feature146

simple algorithmic tasks (e.g., sorting) utilizing basic Python data types (e.g., lists), thus allowing for147

the use of concrete I/O examples as specifications, they lack the diverse and complex I/O specifications148
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that we aim to explore. For more open-ended tasks such as data science programming, the output149

data type is more complex and diverse (e.g., Pandas DataFrames, PyTorch tensors). Hence, we apply150

our method to two different data science code generation applications.151

ARCADE (Yin et al., 2022b) is a benchmark of natural language to code generation in interactive152

data science notebooks. Each evaluation notebook consists of a series of interrelated NL-to-code153

problems in data wrangling (e.g. “Min-max normalize numeric columns”) and exploratory data154

analysis (e.g. intents in Fig. 1) using the pandas library. ARCADE features succinct NL intents to155

reflect the style of ephemeral queries from developers when prompting LLMs for code completion.156

More than 50% of the dataset’s problems are under-specified, which means that additional I/O157

specifications could provide extra clarification. To construct programmatic contexts for synthetic158

training data generation, we scraped 7,500 CSV files that are used in public Jupyter notebooks. Each159

context contains a DataFrame import statement, for example, df = pd.read_csv(·), followed by160

an NL description of the DataFrame to help the LLM understand its content. We generated 6 intents161

for each programmatic context and sampled 5 candidate code solutions for each intent. Roughly 60%162

of the code samples were executable. After filtering based on executability and API diversity (§2.1),163

we obtained around 20K synthetic training examples.164

DS-1000 (Lai et al., 2022) is a benchmark of data science problems sourced from Stack Overflow165

(SO). Compared to ARCADE, problems in DS-1000 feature a wider variety of I/O types, such166

as numpy/scipy Arrays and pytorch/tensorflow Tensors, making it particularly appealing to167

evaluate our instruction tuning approach aimed at generating code following I/O specifications.168

However, in contrast to ARCADE which features succinct NL intents, DS-1000 follows the typical169

style of detailed problem descriptions found in SO posts. These elaborate descriptions often include170

additional information such as task background and descriptions of unsuccessful attempts, providing171

a more complex intent structure, with an average length of 140 words. Given that such elaborate172

intents may not reflect the style of developers’ prompts to code LLMs, we do not focus on generating173

intents with similar styles. Instead, we held-out 500 problems in DS-1000 and use their annotated174

intents as training data, while evaluating on the remaining problems.2175

3.1 Setup176

Base Code LLM We use a strong decoder-only code language model with 62B parameters. The177

model was first pre-trained on a collection of 1.3T tokens of web documents and github code data,178

and was then fine-tuned on a disjoint set of 64B Python code tokens together with 10B tokens from179

Python Jupyter notebooks (Anonymous, 2023a).3180

Learning Methods We evaluated the performance of both the baseline and instruction-tuned181

models across a range of data formats, as shown in Tab. 2. For each I/O specification type, we182

augmented the intents and few-shot exemplars with specifications of the corresponding type. Similarly,183

at test time, we augmented the intents with the same type of I/O specifications. The baseline models184

are tested under both zero-shot and few-shot prompting. For the latter, we manually created exemplars185

for all types of specifications. These exemplars were prepended to the prompt when querying the186

LLM for code generation during inference.187

Simulate Noisy I/O Specifications at Test Time At testing time, the generation of I/O Summary188

underwent a minor modification from the process detailed in §2.2. We remove the concrete input/out-189

put variable states {v} to produce noisy I/O summaries, simulating scenarios where users might give190

noisy I/O specifications (Devlin et al., 2017). While the “generalist” LLM uses the code solution to191

generate noisy I/O summaries, we remark that the code LLM, which we aim to evaluate, does not192

have access to the ground truth solution. In other words, the “generalist” LLM acts merely as a “data193

labeler” to create I/O summaries in prompts in order to construct the evaluation dataset. It is also a194

common practice in program synthesis to derive specifications from ground truth solutions, which195

then serve as the sole input to the model during its evaluation (Balog et al., 2016).196

2We only use the annotated intents, while the code solutions and I/O specifications are still predicted by the
LLM. We ensure the training and evaluation problems are disjoint and from different SO posts.

3Model details are available in Anonymous (2023a), but withheld from this submission for review.
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Methods
ARCADE DS-1000

pass@5 pass@20 pass@1
No Context Full Context No Context Full Context

Zero-shot Prompting
Code LLM (no spec.) 12.45 24.67 19.85 37.47 22.62

Few-shot Prompting
Code LLM (no spec.) 15.96 30.98 26.35 42.30 23.92
+ TypeDesc 16.58 29.68 29.68 42.30 25.90
+ I/O Examples 19.85 32.47 30.79 43.23 26.41
+ I/O Summary 23.75 37.11 34.50 46.75 26.25

Synthetic Data Fine-tuning
Code LLM (no spec.) 20.78 34.33 33.40 46.94 24.56
+ TypeDesc 21.52 36.73 33.58 48.61 27.35
+ I/O Examples 25.23 42.30 38.03 53.99 28.66
+ I/O Summary 28.01 43.79 43.04 55.47 29.34

StarCoder 15B 11.75 22.38 17.24 32.52 26.52
WizardCoder 15B 12.45 24.04 18.58 34.30 27.35

Table 2: pass@k on ARCADE and DS-1000. For each type of I/O specification in Tab. 1
(e.g. +I/O Summary), intents are augmented with I/O specifications of that type (e.g. intents inline
with I/O summary) in fine-tuning data or few-shot exemplars. At test time, input intents use the same
type of I/O specifications.

Metrics We adopted the pass@k metrics as defined in Chen et al. (2021a); Austin et al. (2021),197

which is calculated as the fraction of problems with at least one correct sample given k samples.198

Following Yin et al. (2022a), we drew 50 samples to calculate pass@5 and pass@20 to reduce the199

variance in ARCADE. Similar to Lai et al. (2022), we drew 40 samples to calculate pass@1 on200

DS-1000. Consistent with the original works’ settings, the sampling temperature was set to 0.8 for201

ARCADE and to 0.2 for DS-1000 respectively.202

3.2 Main Results203

Tab. 2 presents the pass@k results on ARCADE and DS-1000. We evaluate both few-shot prompting204

and fine-tuning with synthetic data. Specifically, for ARCADE we evaluate on two versions of the205

dataset. First, we consider the original version where an intent is prefixed by prior notebook cells as206

its programmatic context (Full Context), as well as a No Context ablation to simulate the scenario207

where users query a code LLM using an intent without any context. This no-context setting is more208

challenging, where the zero-shot performance of the base code LLM is nearly halved. The standard209

errors in all cells of the table are less than 0.5%, and are excluded for clarity in presentation.210

In our few-shot prompting experiments, we observe that pass@k generally improves with more211

detailed I/O specifications. Interestingly, on ARCADE, the improvements from prompting using212

I/O specifications compared to the baseline where no I/O specifications were used (no spec), are213

more notable in the more challenging no-context scenario (e.g. 15.96 7→ 23.75 v.s. 30.98 7→ 37.11214

for +I/O Examples). This trend suggests that additional specifications could provide more valuable215

clarifications when adequate programmatic contexts are lacking.216

Next, we fine-tune the base code LLM using our synthetic parallel data using different types of I/O217

specifications. Interestingly, without using any I/O specifications in the synthetic intents, on ARCADE218

the model already registers significant improvements compared to the zero- and few-shot settings.219

The model-predicted code solutions are filtered using executability heuristics, which helps improve220

the quality of the synthetic data, and a model fine-tuned on such data could generally be better at221

following users’ intents, even without I/O specifications. Moreover, by fine-tuning the model to222

follow intents with additional I/O specifications, we observe significantly better results. We also223

remark that instruction fine-tuning using natural language I/O summaries (+I/O Summary) yields224

the best results on both datasets. Intuitively, those I/O summaries could encode salient information in225

target input and output variables through natural language descriptions, which could make it easier226

for the model to capture patterns in the data as compared to other more elaborate versions such as227

using concrete I/O examples.228
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We also evaluated Starcoder (Li et al., 2023) and its instruction tuned variant WizardCoder (Luo et al.,229

2023) on ARCADE and DS-1000. The result shows that GIFT4CODE is a more effective instruction230

tuning method in the data science domain. This is especially observed by the fact that GIFT4CODE231

offers much more relative improvement to the base model than the gains WizardCoder boasts over232

StarCoder. Overall, our results demonstrate that GIFT4CODE significantly improves the performance233

of code LLMs in following intents with I/O specifications at varying level of abstraction.234

4 Related Work235

Execution Guided Code Generation One area of study primarily focuses on utilizing execution236

as I/O examples, facilitating the synthesis of programs that align with the intended behavior. Gulwani237

(2016) involves synthesizing intended programs in an underlying domain-specific language (DSL)238

from example based specifications. This method has been further explored and adapted to different239

applications in subsequent studies (Devlin et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018; Bunel et al., 2018). Another240

strand of research (Chen et al., 2021b; Wang et al., 2018; Ellis et al., 2019) leverages intermediate241

execution results to guide the search of programs. More recently, there have been attempts to utilize242

program execution results to verify and select code samples predicted by LLMs, either during auto-243

regressive decoding to prune search space (Zhang et al., 2023), or by few-shot prompting (Chen et al.,244

2023) and post-hoc reranking (Shi et al., 2022; Ni et al., 2023).245

Instruction Fine-tuning Instruction fine-tuning is a widely adopted approach to address the mis-246

alignment issue in LLM-generated content. LLMs such as FLAN (Wei et al., 2021), which excel247

at understanding and executing instructions from prompts, are trained on labeled training data. Re-248

inforcement learning with human feedback (RLHF) aims to mitigate the amount of labeling effort249

using model-based reward (Ouyang et al., 2022). Other works also confirmed the effectiveness of250

using instructional data in the fine-tuning stage (Mishra et al., 2021; Sanh et al., 2021; Chung et al.,251

2022; Wang et al., 2022b). To lower labeling cost, several recent works explored the possibility of252

automatic instruction generation (Ye et al., 2022; Zhou et al., 2022; Honovich et al., 2022b). In253

particular, SELF-INSTRUCT (Wang et al., 2022a) demonstrated that LLMs can be further improved254

by utilizing its own generation of instruction data. Our work differs from this line by considering255

execution-based specifications. Additionally, recent works attempted to distill instruction following256

data from more capable LLMs that have already been instruction-tuned (Honovich et al., 2022a; Taori257

et al., 2023; Chiang et al., 2023; Peng et al., 2023). In contrast, GIFT4CODE generates synthetic data258

from vanilla LLMs that have not gone through instruction-tunning.259

Synthetic Data from LLMs Besides generating data for instruction following, a number of recent260

studies have also harnessed general-purpose LLMs to generate realistic synthetic data in areas where261

labeled data limited, such as language understanding and clinical research (Rosenbaum et al., 2022a;262

Tang et al., 2023; Borisov et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2022; Rosenbaum et al., 2022b; Josifoski et al.,263

2023). To improve the quality of synthetic data extracted from LLMs, such approaches usually apply264

a rejection sampling procedure and filter predictions based on domain-specific heuristics such as265

logical consistency (Bhagavatula et al., 2022; Yin et al., 2022c). GIFT4CODE is in spirit of this line266

in that it leverages program execution feedback to filter code predictions (Xu et al., 2020).267

5 Conclusion268

We have presented GIFT4CODE, a framework for instruction fine-tuning large language models of269

code in which the training is guided by execution based specifications. Empirically, we demonstrated270

how our approach enhances the quality of generated code, substantially improving accuracy on two271

challenging data science benchmarks, ARCADE and DS-1000.272
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